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MBF Programme

“Whatever MBF or EMBF you study, how
much your dedication is vital in learning high
level of academic and professional contribution of experiences, banking and finance between trainers and trainees here. No matter
your designation or position is, you need to be
potential to aspire absorbing senior management level courses and knowledge related in
banking and finance field at YUE.”
Aung Myint Oo
EC Member
Roll No. 1
EMBF 7th Batch

EMBF programme offers me very extensive
knowledge than I thought. Executive
level curriculums make me fresh, class
presentations bear me the insight for the
business currently running on my hands. It is
not only Banking and Finance but also such
as management , service marketing to support
well for my business development .EMBF
programme sweeps away my worries whether
I can grab this era I have faced after class by
class. I gain confidence to win the challenges
in my daily life. I, highly recommend it for
anyone who seeks to expand their horizons
and upgrade themselves to new intellectual
boundaries.
Htet Thura Pe
EC Member
Roll No. 16
EMBF 7th Batch
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EMBF in YUE is a place of learning, fun,
culture, lore, literature and many such life
preaching activities. Studying at the EMBF
programme brought an added value to my
life. It gave me an opportunity to meet different kinds of people and learn a number of
things. I have received great support from faculties with putting all their efforts to groom us
and make us corporate executive professionals. It was a wonderful experience in executive student life.
Myo Mya Swe Tun
EC Member
Roll No. 41
EMBF 7th Batch

I am very pleased for everything that I’ve got the
experience and learned in the Executive Master
of Banking and Finance Programme at YUE. In
brief, everything that I received is very positive experiences. To highlight the most important aspects
and what I liked most would probably be how
deeply in depth you go to banking and financial
aspects.
As for the facilitators, they have all professional
experiences, and it’s very rewarding that those
who give lectures are specialists in their fields and
they give us many examples and personal stories.
That is why, I recommend that you come to study
in this EMBF programme. Another great part
about this programme is that many students are
already working at banks, finance companies, UN
organizations and NGOs and sharing their views,
expectations and experiences. These shared ideas
lead us to shape economic development in such
related area of each participant.
In conclusion, there is an excellent professional
and familiar environment in the class. This EMBF
programme really gives me perspective on business
profile, going a global vision, knowing myself personally and how to take away my fear of speaking in public and get network as well as planning
my goals at the personal and professional level in
banking and financial sector. So, it will be the perfect place to complete your studies.
Thein Soe Myint
EC Member
Roll No. 59
EMBF 7th Batch
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Nowadays, Myanmar banking industry is
rapidly changing and developing. Bankers
need to upgrade our ability and skills. MBF
programme is one of the best programmes
for Myanmar financial institution and this
programme gives great an opportunity to
learn and share knowledge each other. This
programme’s textbook and teaching method
are based on the international standard. So,
it can improve our critical thinking and analytical skill in terms of the combinations of
practically and theoretically learning. Therefore, I recommend that MBF program is the
appropriate and necessary for your life to be
successful in banking and financial sector.
Kyaw Kyaw Khaing
EC Member
Roll No. 27
EMBF 7th Batch

MBF caught my eye when I think of
entering banking and finance industry. This
programme is all-rounded and has very
up-to-date syllabus. It is beyond lessons
from book. We can share knowledge and
experience among our classmates and extend
our professional networks. Moreover, Yangon
University of Economic has strong reputation
in the region. Thus, this programme has high
academic ranking and more reliable than
others.
Kyaw Thiha
EC Member
Roll No. 28
EMBF 7th Batch
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MBF Programme has significantly made me
a better person. I can say that it opened my
views to different perspective of management,
to gain economic and baking knowledge and
to improve my conceptual skills. Other than
that, the academic and experience gained
from MBF programme have developed me
personally and professionally. Last not least,
joining the MBF programme is one of the best
memories in my life which I will always fondly remember.
Maung Maung Ye Win Khaing
chairman,
Roll No : 31
MBF Day 3rd Batch.

The intention of taking MBF Programme is
-To understand the financial system and the
bonds and money markets and
-To understand and research the ways of
sustainable development and the risk management of Banking and Financial Services
in Myanmar.
Hnin Wai Si
Associate Secretary
MBF (Day) II-21
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MHTM Programme

We, who are working in Banking & Finance
industry need to polish up the skills of ours
in order to stand out as the professional in
the environment of us and to be one of the
supporters for the development of the state
economy. From this MBF Programme, we
can get the opportunities of theoretical and
practical studies via the experienced lecturers
of YUE & external experts of technology
and Banking & Finance industries. So,
being a student of MBF Programme is an
invaluable step that leads and guarantee us
to be professional in Banking and Finance
industry and would like to invite you to join
this programme at YUE.
Wai Phyo Maung (a) William
MBF (Day) II-73

Nowadays, Baking & Finance Sectors are
important parts of the global. Myanmar
Banking & Finance Sectors are going to reach
the international standard. So, we need to
get widely standardize Banking knowledge.
I believe that MBF Programme is the best
provider for me and my career is professional
Banker to support Banking & Financial
Sectors.
Aung Aung Lwin
MBF (Day) II-1
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MHTM Programme

MBF programme provides me with the
knowledge, understanding and skills necessary for a career in Banking and Finance.
This programme gives us opportunities to
apply theory in practice with real-world case
studies, research projects based on our interest and career events. MBF program also
provides a platform from which individuals
can develop the areas of professionalism as
a highly competent manager. So MBF programme is an invaluable programme for me
and every banker.
Aye Chan Moe
MBF (Day) II-6
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MBF Programme at YUE is the great step for
career development as this is well-designed
and an excellent one of blending theory and
practical vision of economics, banking & finance, and techonology. The knowledge that I
get from experienced professors and lecturers
through this programme can be used to enhance the professionalism and career development of mine. So, I strongly recommend
the managers and higher level management
persons to join this programme.
Wai Lynn
MBF (Day) II-72

It is a must for learning theories apart from
practically working in banking and finance.
I chose this MBF programme because it is
related to my job concerns. I get valuable
knowledge and professional experiences from
professors and lecturers through the program.
So I am sharing this valuable knowledge
with my colleagues in my work. Therefore, I
strongly recommend that MBF programme is
useful for the managers of banks and career
advancement in banking and finance sector.
I deeply appreciate MBF Programme and all
the lecturers.
Nan Yin Yin Lwin
MBF (Day) II-50
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The MBF Program is designed to provide
theoretical knowledge and experience sharing
of teachers and students who are professional
in Myanmar Banking sector. Nowadays,
banking and finance sectors in Myanmar is
improving rapidly. Therefore, students who
are interested in Banking and Finance sector
need to learning about financial situation of
the country. The MBF programme is giving
us the knowledge and key skills that will
enable to us be an effective risk analyst and
manager in financial institutions, especially in
banks. As the employment market continues
to improve, competition will continue to
intensify, I believe that the MBF programme
helps the knowledge and skills required stand
out from the crowd and achieve my goals.
Thus, I would like to say thanks to MBF
programme founders as MBF Programme is
helping me to achieve those goals.
Kyaw Kyaw Khaing
MBF (Day) II-34

The MBF programme in Banking and Finance provides students with the necessary
skills for ambitious careers in theoretical and
applied research as well as for specialized and
executive positions in both of the banking &
finance industry. It provides a consolidated
financial knowledge and opens the doors to
a wide range of opportunities in the professional and also in the financial sector. This
programme leads me to the development in
the banking career. Therefore, I strongly recommend that this programme is one of the
best ones for the students who would like to
get wonderful experience which can help a lot
in their professional development.
Myo Zaw Aung
MBF (Day) II-48
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DESIGN OF MBF PROGRAMME
FIRST YEAR

SECOND YEAR

First Quarter

First Quarter

3 Modules of 3 Credit Points each
(9 Credit Units)

3 Modules of 3 Credit Points each
(9 Credit Units)

+

+

Second Quarter

Second Quarter

3 Modules of 3 Credit Points each
(9 Credit Units)

3 Modules of 3 Credit Points each
(9 Credit Units)

+

+

Third Quarter
Third Quarter
+
Fourth Quarter

3 Modules of 3 Credit Points each
(9 Credit Units)

+
Fourth Quarter

Preparing and Submitting Thesis
(18 Credit Units)

3 Modules of 3 Credit Points each
(9 Credit Units)
36 CREDIT UNITS

+

36 CREDIT UNITS

TOTAL (72) CREDIT UNITS
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Prof: Dr. Yee Yee Than

Prof: Dr. San Lwin
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